We establish a decidability boundary of the model checking problem for infinitestate systems defined by Process Rewrite Systems (PRS) or weakly extended Process Rewrite Systems (wPRS), and properties described by basic fragments of action-based Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) with both future and past operators. It is known that the problem for general LTL properties is decidable for Petri nets and for pushdown processes, while it is undecidable for PA processes. We show that the problem is decidable for wPRS if we consider properties defined by LTL formulae with only modalities strict eventually, strict always, and their past counterparts. Moreover, we show that the problem remains undecidable for PA processes even with respect to the LTL fragment with the only modality until or the fragment with modalities next and infinitely often.
Introduction
Automatic verification of current software systems often needs to model them as infinitestate systems. One of the most powerful formalisms for a finite description of infinite-state systems (except formalisms which are language equivalent to Turing machines) is called 1. We introduce a new LTL fragment A. Then we prove that the problem whether a given wPRS has a (finite or infinite) run satisfying a given formula of A is decidable. The proof employs our results presented in [3, 9, 11] to reduce the problem to LTL model checking for PDA and PN. This result directly implies decidability of the model checking problem for wPRS and negated formulae of A. 2. We show that every formula of the basic fragment LTL(F s , G s ) (i.e., the fragment with modalities strict eventually and strict always only) can be effectively translated into A. As LTL(F s , G s ) is closed under negation, we can also translate LTL(F s , G s ) formulae into negations of A formulae. This translation yields decidability of the model checking problem for wPRS and LTL(F s , G s ). Note that LTL(F s , G s ) is strictly more expressive than the Lamport logic (i.e., the basic fragment with modalities eventually and always), which is again strictly more expressive than the mentioned fragment of fairness properties and also than the regular part of simple PLTL . 3. We define a past extension PA of the fragment A. Using the result for A, we show that the model checking problem for wPRS and negated formulae of PA remains decidable. Further, we prove that every formula of the basic fragment LTL(F s 2 [<], see [6] for effective translations). Thus we also positively solve the model checking problem for wPRS and FO 2 [<] . 4. We demonstrate that the model checking problem remains undecidable for PA even if we consider the basic fragment with modality until or the basic fragment with modalities next and infinitely often (which is strictly less expressive than the one with next and eventually).
The paper also presents two results that are not connected to the decidability boundary.
5. We introduce a more general pointed model checking problem (whether all runs of a given wPRS system going through a given state satisfy a given formula in the given state). We show that this problem is decidable for wPRS and LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s ). 6 . Finally, we show that negated formulae of LTL det (the fragment known as 'the common fragment of CTL and LTL' [14] ) can be effectively translated into A. As a consequence we get that the model checking problem is decidable for wPRS and LTL det .
Structure of the paper. The following section recalls basic definitions. Sections 3-6 correspond, respectively, to the first four items listed above. Section 5 also covers the results on the pointed model checking problem. Section 7 deals with the model checking problem for LTL det . The last section summarizes our results and tries to give an intuitive explanation of the found decidability border location.
Let M = {o, p, q, . . .} be a set of control states, ≤ be a partial ordering on this set, and Act = {a, b, c, . . .} be a set of actions. Let α, β ∈ {1, S, P, G} be classes of process terms such that α ⊆ β. An (α, β)-wPRS (weakly extended process rewrite system) ∆ is a triple (R, p 0 , t 0 ), where -R is a finite set of rewrite rules of the form ( p, t 1 ) a → (q, t 2 ), where t 1 ∈ α, t 1 = ε, t 2 ∈ β, a ∈ Act, and p, q ∈ M satisfy p ≤ q, -the pair ( p 0 , t 0 ) ∈ M × β forms the distinguished initial state.
By Act(∆), Const(∆), and M(∆) we denote the respective sets of actions, process constants, and control states occurring in the rewrite rules or the initial state of ∆.
A wPRS ∆ = (R, p 0 , t 0 ) induces a labelled transition system, whose states are pairs ( p, t) such that p ∈ M(∆) and t is a process term over Const (∆) . The transition relation −→ ∆ is the least relation satisfying the following inference rules: Further, L(∆) denotes the set of words u such that there is a run of ∆ over u. [17] . In such systems we omit the single control state from rules and states.
An (α, β)-wPRS ∆ where M(∆) is a singleton is called (α, β)-PRS (process rewrite system)
Some classes of (α, β)-PRS correspond to widely known models, namely finite-state systems (FS), basic process algebras (BPA), basic parallel processes (BPP), process algebras (PA), pushdown processes (PDA), and Petri nets (PN). The other classes have been named as PAD, PAN, and PRS [17] . The relations between (α, β)-PRS and the mentioned formalisms and names are indicated in Fig. 1 . Instead of (α, β)-wPRS we juxtapose the prefix 'w-' with the acronym corresponding to the (α, β)-PRS class. For example, we use wBPA rather than (1, S)-wPRS. Figure 1 shows the expressiveness hierarchy of all the classes mentioned above, where expressive power of a class is measured by the set of transition systems that are definable (up to the strong bisimulation equivalence [18] ) by the class. This hierarchy is strict, with a possible exception concerning the classes wPRS and PRS, where the strictness is just our conjecture. For details see [10] .
For technical reasons, we define a normal form of wPRS systems. A rewrite rule is parallel or sequential if it has one of the following forms: PRS, wPRS, other extensions of PRS, and their respective subclasses are discussed in more detail in [21] .
Linear temporal logic
The syntax of Linear temporal logic (LTL) [20] is defined as follows
where X and U are the future modal operators next and until, while Y and S are their past counterparts previously and since, and a ranges over Act. The logic is interpreted over infinite and nonempty finite pointed words of actions. Given a word u = a 0 a 1 a 2 . . . ∈ Act * ∪ Act ω , |u| denotes the length of the word (we set |u| = ∞ if u is infinite). A pointed word is a pair (u, i) of a nonempty word u and a position 0 ≤ i < |u| in this word.
The semantics of LTL formulae is defined inductively as follows:
We say that (u, i) satisfies ϕ whenever (u, i) | ϕ. Further, a nonempty word u satisfies ϕ,
Finally, we say that a run σ of a wPRS ∆ over a word u satisfies ϕ, written σ | ϕ, whenever u | ϕ. Formulae ϕ, ψ are (initially) equivalent, written ϕ ≡ i ψ, iff, for all words u, it holds that
Clearly, if two formulae are globally equivalent then they are also initially equivalent. Moreover, two formulae without past modalities are globally equivalent if and only if they are initially equivalent. Therefore we do not distinguish between initial and global equivalence when we talk about formulae without past.
The following Figure 2 shows an expressiveness hierarchy of all studied basic LTL fragments. Indeed, every basic LTL fragment using standard 1 modalities is equivalent to one of the fragments in the hierarchy, where equivalence between fragments means that every formula of one fragment can be effectively translated into an initially equivalent formula of the other fragment and vice versa. In particular, LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s ) is equivalent to LTL(F s , P s ). 2 We also mind the result of [7] stating that each LTL formula can be converted into one which employs future operators only, i.e., LTL(U, X) ≡ i LTL(U, S, X, Y). The hierarchy is also strict: a solid line between two fragments indicates that every formula of the lower fragment is initially equivalent to some formula of the upper fragment, but the opposite relation does not hold. We refer to [22] for details about the expressiveness of LTL fragments. Fig. 2 The hierarchy of basic LTL fragments with respect to the initial equivalence. The dashed line shows the decidability boundary of the model checking problem for wPRS: the problem is decidable for all the fragments below the line, while it is undecidable for all the fragments above the line (even if we consider PA systems only)
Studied problems
Let F be an LTL fragment and C be a class of wPRS systems. This paper deals with the following three verification problems.
1. The model checking problem for F and C is to decide, for any given formula ϕ ∈ F and any given system ∆ ∈ C, whether L(∆) | ϕ holds.
We also consider the problem called model checking of infinite runs, where L(∆) ∩
Act ω | ϕ is examined. 3. The pointed model checking problem for F and wPRS is to decide whether a given formula ϕ ∈ F , a given wPRS system ∆, and a given nonterminal state pt of ∆ satisfy
. . and pt = p i t i .
Model checking for negated A
This section starts with the definition of the LTL fragment A. The rest of the section is devoted to decidability of the model checking problem for wPRS and negated formulae of this fragment.
Recall that LTL() denotes the fragment of formulae without any modality, i.e., boolean combinations of actions. In the following we use ϕ 1 U + ϕ 2 to abbreviate ϕ 1 ∧ X(ϕ 1 U ϕ 2 ).
The fragment A consists of all finite disjunctions of α-formulae.
Hence, a word u satisfies α(δ, B) iff u can be written as a concatenation u 1 .u 2 . · · · .u n+1 , where each word u i consists only of actions satisfying θ i and
In the following we use the fact that finite disjunctions of α-formulae are closed under conjunction.
Lemma 1 A conjunction of α-formulae can be effectively converted into an equivalent disjunction of α-formulae.
The proof is a straightforward but quite technical exercise, see [21] for some hints. To support an intuition, we provide an example of a conjunction of two simple α-formulae and an equivalent disjunction.
In order to show that the model checking problem for wPRS and negated formulae of A is decidable, we prove decidability of the dual problem, i.e., whether a given wPRS system has a run satisfying a given formula of A. Finite and infinite runs are treated separately.
Theorem 1
The problem whether a given wPRS system has a finite run satisfying a given α-formula is decidable.
Proof Let ∆ be a wPRS system and α(δ, B) be an α-formula. Note that a formula G s F s ψ is satisfied by a finite nonempty word if and only if the length of the word is 1. Therefore, if B = ∅ then it is easy to check whether there is a finite run of ∆ satisfying α(δ, B) . In what follows we assume B = ∅.
We construct a wPRS system ∆ with control states M(∆) × {1, 2, . . . , n + 1} and the following four types of transition rules. To that end, for every p ∈ M(∆) we add to ∆ the rule ( p, n + 1)Z end → ( p, n + 1)ε, where end ∈ Act(∆) is a fresh action and Z ∈ Const(∆) is a fresh process constant. Now, it holds that ∆ has a finite run satisfying α(δ, ∅) if and only if there exists a state of ∆ , which is reachable from ( p 0 , 1)(t 0 Z ) and the only enabled action in this state is end. This last condition on the state can be expressed by formula ϕ = end tt ∧ a∈Act(∆) ¬ a tt of the Hennessy-Milner logic. As reachability of a state satisfying a given Hennessy-Milner formula is decidable for wPRS (see [11] for details), we are done.
The problem for infinite runs is more complicated. In order to solve it, we introduce more terminology and notation. At first we define β-formulae and regular languages called
. . a n O n , where n ≥ 0, a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ Act are pairwise distinct actions and each O i is either 'U + ' or '∧ X'. Further, let B ⊆ Act {a 1 , . . . , a n } be a nonempty finite set of actions and C ⊆ B. A β-formula β(w, B, C) and γ -language γ (w, C) are defined as
Roughly speaking, a β-formula is a more restrictive version of an α-formula and in the context of β-formulae we consider infinite words only. Contrary to δ of an α-formula, w of a β-formula employs actions rather than LTL() formulae. While a tail of an infinite word satisfying an α-formula is specified by θ n+1 , in the definition of β-formulae we use a set B containing exactly all the actions of the tail and its subset C of exactly all those actions occurring infinitely many times in the tail.
Remark 1
Note that an infinite word satisfies a formula β(w, B, C) if and only if it can be divided into a prefix u ∈ γ (w, B) and a suffix v ∈ C ω such that v contains infinitely many occurrences of every c ∈ C.
Let B, C, and
. . a n O n be defined as above. We say that a finite derivation σ over a word u satisfies γ (w, C) if and only if u ∈ γ (w, C). We write (w , B ) (w, B) whenever B ⊆ B and w = a i 1 
Moreover, we write (w , B , C ) (w, B, C) whenever (w , B ) (w, B), B is nonempty, and C
Intuitively, the system is in flat (w, B, C)-form if, for every derivation of one of the listed types there is an "equivalent" trivial derivation. All conditions of the definition can be checked due to the following lemma, results of [3] , and decidability of LTL model checking for PDA and PN. Lemma 3 says that every PRS in normal form can be transformed into an "equivalent" flat system. Finally, Lemma 4 says that if a PRS system in flat (w, B, C)-form has an infinite derivation satisfying β(w, B, C), then it has also a trivial infinite derivation satisfying β(w, B, C). Note that it is easy to check whether such a trivial derivation exists.
Lemma 2 Given a γ -language γ (w, C), a PRS system ∆, and constants X, Y , the following problems are decidable:
(i) Is there any derivation X u −→ Y satisfying γ (w, C)? (ii) Is there any derivation X u −→ t
such that t is a term and u ∈ γ (w, C)?
Proof The two problems can be reduced to the reachability problem for wPRS (i.e., to decide whether given states p 1 t 1 , p 2 t 2 of a given wPRS system ∆ satisfy p 1 t 1 v −→ ∆ p 2 t 2 for some v), which is known to be decidable [9] .
. . a n O n . We construct a wPRS ∆ with the set of control states {1, 2, . . . , n} ∪ 2 C . Intuitively, control states 1, 2, . . . , n are used to check that the actions a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n appear in the right order and quantity due to w, while the other actions are not allowed. After that, the control states in 2 C are used to check that every action in C appears at least once. The set of rewrite rules is defined as follows. For the sake of compactness, we use (n + 1) as another name for the control state ∅. → it 2 .
-For every b ∈ C, every D ⊆ C, and every rule t 1
Obviously, a word u ∈ Act * satisfies 1X The proof of the following lemma contains the algorithmic core of this section.
Lemma 3 Let ∆ be a PRS in normal form and β(w, B, C) be a β-formula. One can construct a PRS ∆ in flat (w, B, C)-form such that, for each (w , B , C ) (w, B, C) and each X ∈ Const(∆), ∆ has an infinite derivation starting from X and satisfying β(w , B , C ) if and only if ∆ has an infinite derivation starting from X and satisfying β(w , B , C ).
Proof In order to obtain ∆ , we describe an algorithm extending ∆ with trivial rewrite rules in accordance with Conditions 1-5 of Definition 2.
All the conditions of Definition 2 can be checked for each X, Y ∈ Const(∆), each (w , B , C ) (w, B, C), and each B ⊆ B. For Conditions 1 and 2, this follows from Lemma 2. The problem whether there is an infinite derivation X u −→ satisfying β(ε, B , C ) is a special case of the fairness problem, which is decidable due to [3] . Finally, Conditions 4 and 5 can be checked due to decidability of LTL model checking for PDA [1] and PN [5] . If there is a non-satisfied condition, we add some trivial rules forming the missing derivation.
Let us assume that Condition 3 (or 4 or 5, respectively) is not satisfied, i.e., there exists an We can effectively select such an ordering out of all orderings of B using Lemma 2. Further,
. . a n O n and let C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c k }. Then, we add the trivial rule each (w , B , C ) (w, B, C), the system ∆ is equivalent to ∆ with respect to the existence of an infinite derivation starting from X and satisfying β(w , B , C ). If ∆ is not in flat (w, B, C)-form, then the algorithm repeats the procedure described above on the system ∆ with the difference that X and Y range over the constants of the original system ∆. The algorithm eventually terminates as the number of iterations is bounded by the number of pairs of process constants X, Y of ∆, times the number of triples (w , B , C ) satisfying (w , B , C ) (w, B, C), and times the number of subsets B ⊆ B. Let ∆ be the resulting PRS. We claim that ∆ is in flat (w, B, C)-form. For the process constants of the original system ∆, by construction ∆ satisfies all conditions of Definition 2. For the added constants, it is sufficient to observe that any derivation in ∆ starting from such a constant either is trivial or has a trivial prefix leading to a constant of ∆. Hence, ∆ is the desired PRS system. Further, if σ 1 and σ are finite, the last term of σ 1 is a process constant, and σ is a prefix of a derivation σ , then σ 1 is also a subderivation of σ . A sketch of the proof Given an infinite derivation σ satisfying a formula β(σ )=β(w , B , C ) where (w , B , C ) (w, B, C), by trivial equivalent of σ we mean an infinite trivial derivation starting with the same term as σ and satisfying β(σ ). Similarly, given a finite derivation σ satisfying some γ (σ ) = γ (w , B ) where (w , B ) (w, B), by trivial equivalent of σ we mean a finite trivial derivation σ such that σ starts with the same term as σ , it satisfies γ (σ ), and if the last term of σ is a process constant, then the last term of σ is the same process constant.
The lemma is proven by contradiction. We assume that there exist some infinite derivations violating the condition of the lemma. Let σ be one of these derivations such that the number of transition steps of σ generated by sequential non-trivial rules with actions a ∈ B is minimal (note that this number is always finite as we consider derivations satisfying β(w , B , C ) for some (w , B , C ) (w, B, C) ). First, we prove that every subderivation of σ has a trivial equivalent. Then we replace all subderivations of σ by the corresponding trivial equivalents. This step is technically nontrivial because σ may have infinitely many subderivations. By the replacement we obtain an infinite derivation σ satisfying β(σ ) and starting with the same process constant as σ . Moreover, σ has no subderivations and hence it does not contain any sequential operator. Flat (w, B, C)-form of ∆ (Condition 4) implies that σ has a trivial equivalent. This is also a trivial equivalent of σ which means that σ does not violate the condition of our lemma.
Proof In this proof, by a β-formula we always mean a formula of the form β(w , B , C ) where (w , B , C ) (w, B, C). We also consider only infinite derivations satisfying some of these β-formulae. Remark 2 implies that such an infinite derivation σ satisfies exactly one β-formula. We denote this β-formula by β(σ ). Further, by SEQ(σ ) we denote the number of transition steps t i a −→ t i+1 of σ generated by a sequential non-trivial rule and such that a ∈ B. Note that SEQ(σ ) is always finite due to the restrictions on considered infinite derivations. Given an infinite derivation σ , by its trivial equivalent we mean an infinite trivial derivation starting with the same term as σ and satisfying β(σ ).
Similarly, we consider only finite derivations satisfying some γ (w , B ) where (w , B ) (w, B). Remark 2 implies that such a finite derivation σ satisfies exactly one γ -language, which is denoted by γ (σ ). Given a finite derivation σ , by its trivial equivalent we mean a finite trivial derivation σ such that σ starts with the same term as σ , it satisfies γ (σ ), and if the last term of σ is a process constant, then the last term of σ is the same process constant.
Using the introduced terminology, the lemma says that every infinite derivation starting with a process constant has a trivial equivalent. For the sake of contradiction, we assume that the lemma does not hold. Let Σ be the nonempty set of infinite derivations violating the lemma and let k = min{SEQ(σ ) | σ ∈ Σ}.
First of all, we prove two claims.
Claim 1 Let σ be an infinite derivation satisfying SEQ(σ ) ≤ k. Then every subderivation of σ has a trivial equivalent. that p is a parallel term, u ∈ γ (w , B ), and v satisfies β(ε, C , C ) . In σ , we replace the subderivation σ 1 with its trivial equivalent (whose existence is guaranteed by Claim 1) and we obtain a new derivation σ starting with p, satisfying β(σ ) and such that SEQ(σ ) < SEQ(σ ). Hence, the second claim directly follows from the induction hypothesis. In the following, we describe the replacement of such a subderivation.
Proof of the claim

Let
. . , c n are pairwise distinct and B ⊆ Act {c 1 , . . . , c n }. Intuitively, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we replace the first transition step of σ 1 labelled with c i by the sequence of transition steps of σ 1 labelled with c i , and then we cancel the other transition steps of σ 1 labelled with c i . 3 Further, the first transition step of σ 1 labelled with an action of B is replaced with the minimal prefix of the remaining part of σ 1 satisfying γ (ε, B ) . Finally, the remaining transition steps of σ 1 are orderly replaced with the remaining transition steps of σ 1 . The case when σ 1 and its trivial equivalent σ 1 are finite is similar.
It is easy to see that the described replacement operation preserves the fulfilment of β(σ ) and the obtained derivation σ satisfies SEQ(σ ) < SEQ(σ ).
With this claim, we can easily derive a contradiction. Let σ = X u −→ be an infinite derivation such that SEQ(σ ) = k and it has no trivial equivalent. Further, let β(σ ) = (w , B , C ) . Note that C is nonempty. Claim 2 says that there is a derivation X 
Flat (w, B, C)-form of ∆ (Condition 4)
implies that σ has a trivial equivalent. However, this is also a trivial equivalent of σ as both σ, σ start with X and σ satisfies β(σ ). This is a contradiction.
Theorem 2 The problem whether a given PRS ∆ in normal form has an infinite run satisfying a given formula β(w, B, C) is decidable.
Proof Due to Lemmas 3 and 4, the problem can be reduced to the problem whether there is an infinite derivation X v −→ tri satisfying β(w, B, C) . This problem corresponds to LTL model checking of finite-state systems, which is decidable.
The following three theorems show that Theorem 2 holds even for wPRS and α-formulae.
Theorem 3 The problem whether a given PRS ∆ in normal form has an infinite run satisfying a given α-formula is decidable.
Proof Let ∆ be a PRS in normal form and α(θ 1 O 1 . . . θ n O n ξ, B) be an α-formula. For every It is an easy exercise to show that this new α-formula can be effectively transformed into a disjunction of β-formulae which is equivalent with respect to infinite words. Hence, the problem is decidable due to Theorem 2.
Theorem 4 The problem whether a given PRS ∆ has an infinite run satisfying a given α-formula is decidable.
Proof Let ∆ be a PRS, α(δ, B) be an α-formula, and e ∈ Act(∆) be a fresh action. First of all, we describe our modification of the standard algorithm [17] that transforms ∆ into a PRS in normal form.
Let t 0 be the initial state of ∆. If t 0 is not a process constant, we replace it by a fresh process constant X 0 and we add a rewrite rule X 0 a → t for each action a and each term t such that t 0 a −→ ∆ t. Note that the number of added rules is always finite. If ∆ is still not in normal form, then there exists a rule r which is neither parallel nor sequential; r has one of the following forms:
1. r = t a → t 1 t 2 (resp., r = t 1 t 2 a → t) where t or t 1 or t 2 is not a parallel term. Let After a finite number of applications of this procedure (with the same action e), we obtain a PRS ∆ in normal form.
We define a formula α(δ , B ), where B = B ∪ { a∈Act(∆) a} and δ arises from δ = θ 1 O 1 . . . θ n O n ξ by the following substitution for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
-If O i is U, then replace the pair θ i U by the pair (e ∨ θ i ) U .
-If O i is U + , then replace the pair θ i U + by the sequence (e ∨ θ i ) U θ i U + .
-If O i is ∧ X, then replace the pair θ i ∧ X by the sequence e U θ i ∧ X. -θ n O n = θ n ∧ G s is replaced by the sequence e U θ n ∧ G s . -ξ is replaced by (ξ ∨ e).
Let us note that the construction of B ensures that any word with a suffix e ω does not satisfy α(δ , B ). Observe that u | α(δ , B ) if and only if u | α(δ, B)
, where u is obtained from u by eliminating all occurrences of action e.
Clearly, ∆ has an infinite run satisfying α(δ, B) if and only if ∆ has an infinite run satisfying α(δ , B ). As ∆ is in normal form, we can now apply Theorem 3.
Theorem 5 The problem whether a given wPRS system has an infinite run satisfying a given α-formula is decidable.
Proof Let ∆ be a wPRS with the initial state p 0 t 0 and α(δ, B) be an α-formula. We construct a PRS ∆ with the initial state t 0 which can simulate ∆. We also define a set of formulae recognizing correct simulations.
The system ∆ is very similar to ∆. We change only actions of rules to hold information about control states in the rules and then we remove all control states. To be more precise, for every rule of the form pt 1 a → pt 2 of ∆, we add the rule t 1
→ t 2 to ∆ , and for every rule of the form pt 1 a → qt 2 of ∆, we add the rule t 1 a [ p<q] → t 2 to ∆ . Further, we modify the formula α(δ, B) in such a way that every occurrence of each action a is replaced by q∈M(∆) (a [q] ∨ p<q a [ p<q] ). Let α(δ , B ) be the resulting formula.
Moreover, for every nonempty subset
It is easy to see that there is an infinite run of ∆ satisfying α(δ, LTL(F s , G s ) formula ϕ, we construct a finite set A ϕ of α-formulae such that ϕ is equivalent to the disjunction of formulae in A ϕ . Although our proof looks like by induction on the structure of ϕ, it is in fact by induction on the length of ϕ. Thus, if ϕ ∈ LTL(), then we assume that for every LTL(F s , G s ) formula ϕ shorter than ϕ we can construct the corresponding set A ϕ . In this proof, p represents a formula of LTL(). The structure of ϕ fits into one of the following cases.
• p Case p In this case, ϕ is equivalent to p ∧ G s tt.
•∨ Case ϕ 1 ∨ ϕ 2 Due to induction hypothesis, we can assume that we have sets A ϕ 1 and
•∧ Case ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 Due to Lemma 1, the set A ϕ can be constructed from the sets A ϕ 1 and
This case is divided into the following subcases according to the structure of ϕ 1 .
• p Case G s p As G s p is equivalent to tt ∧ G s p, we set A ϕ = {α(tt ∧ G s p, ∅)}.
• 
This case is also divided into subcases depending on the formulae ϕ 3 and ϕ 4 . 
There are only the following two subcases (the others fit to some of the previous cases).
As LTL(F s , G s ) is closed under negation, Theorem 6 and Corollary 1 give us the following.
Corollary 2 The model checking problem for wPRS and LTL(F s , G s ) is decidable.
This problem is EXPSPACE-hard due to EXPSPACE-hardness of the model checking problem for LTL(F, G) and PN [8] . Our decidability proof does not provide any primitive recursive upper bound as it employs reachability for PN (for example, it is used in a decision procedure for reachability for wPRS [9] ), for which no primitive recursive upper bound is known.
Model checking for LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s )
This section extends the results of the previous two sections to handle past modalities eventually in the strict past and always in the strict past as well. We start with a past extension of α-formulae called Pα-formulae. Intuitively, a Pα-formula is a conjunction of an α-formula and a past version of the α-formula.
A formal definition of a Pα-formula makes use of ϕ 1 S + ϕ 2 to abbreviate ϕ 1 ∧ Y(ϕ 1 S ϕ 2 ).
Definition 4 Let
, where m > 0, each ι j ∈ LTL(), P m is '∧ H s ', and, for each j < m, P j is either 'S' or 'S + ' or '∧ Y'. Further, let α(δ, B) be an α-formula. Then a Pα-formula is defined as
The fragment PA consists of all finite disjunctions of Pα-formulae. 
The following lemma says that the fragment PA is 'semantically closed' under conjunction and application of some temporal operators. As in the case of Lemma 1, the proof is intuitively clear but some parts are quite technical. We refer to [21] for some hints.
Lemma 5
Let ϕ be a Pα-formula and p ∈ LTL(). Formulae Xϕ, Yϕ, p U ϕ, p S ϕ, F s ϕ, P s ϕ, and also any conjunction of Pα-formulae can be effectively converted into a globally equivalent disjunction of Pα-formulae.
The next step is to show that we can decide whether a given wPRS system has a run satisfying a given Pα-formula. The proof utilizes Corollary 1.
Theorem 7 The problem whether a given wPRS system has a run satisfying a given
Pα-formula is decidable.
Proof A run over a nonempty (finite or infinite) word
It follows from the semantics of LTL that (a 0 , 0) | η if and only if (a 0 , 0) | ι m and P i = S for all i < m. Therefore, the problem is to check whether P i = S for all i < m and whether the given wPRS system has a run satisfying ι m ∧ α(δ, B). As ι m ∧ α(δ, B) can be easily translated into a disjunction of α-formulae, Corollary 1 finishes the proof.
It remains to show that every LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s ) formula can be translated into a PA formula. The proof uses the same approach as the one of Theorem 6: it proceeds by a thorough analysis of the structure of a translated formula. The full proof is in Appendix A.
Theorem 8 Every LTL(F s
G s , P s , H s ) formula ϕ can be translated into a globally equivalent disjunction of Pα-formulae.
As LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s ) is closed under negation, Theorems 8 and 7 give us the following.
Corollary 3 The model checking problem for wPRS and LTL(F
Moreover, we can show that the pointed model checking problem is decidable for wPRS and LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s ) as well. Again, we solve the dual problem for Pα-formulae.
Theorem 9 Let ∆ be a wPRS and pt be a reachable nonterminal state of ∆. The problem whether L( pt, ∆) contains a pointed word (u, i) satisfying a given Pα-formula is decidable.
Proof Let ∆ = (R, p 0 , t 0 ) be a wPRS and pt be a reachable nonterminal state of ∆. We construct a wPRS ∆ = (R , p 0 , t 0 .X ) where X ∈ Const(∆) is a fresh process constant,
is a fresh action, and X a , Y a ∈ Const(∆) are fresh process constants for each a ∈ Act(∆).
Let u = a 0 a 1 a 2 . . . be a word. It is easy to see that
and due to Lemma 5 and Theorem 7 the proof is done.
As LTL (F s , G s , P s , H s ) is closed under negation and Theorem 8 works with global equivalence, Theorem 9 gives us the following.
Corollary 4 The pointed model checking problem is decidable for wPRS and LTL(F s
, G s , P s , H s ).
Undecidability results
Obviously, the model checking for wPRS and LTL(X) is decidable. Hence, to show that the decidability boundary of Fig. 2 is drawn correctly, we have to prove that the model checking problem is undecidable for wPRS and the fragments LTL(U) and LTL( ∞ F , X ). In fact, we show that the problem is undecidable even for the subclass of PA systems and the mentioned LTL fragments. The undecidability proofs are based on reductions from the non-halting problem for Minsky 2-counter machines, which is known to be undecidable [19] .
First of all, we recall the definition of Minsky machines. A Minsky 2-counter machine, or a machine for short, is a finite sequence N = l 1 : i 1 , l 2 : i 2 , . . . , l n−1 : i n−1 , l n : halt, where n ≥ 1, l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n are labels, and each i j is an instruction for either -increment: c k := c k +1; goto l r , or -test-and-decrement: if c k >0 then c k := c k -1; goto l r else goto l s where k ∈ {1, 2} and 1 ≤ r, s ≤ n.
The machine N induces a transition relation −→ over configurations of the form (l j , v 1 , v 2 ), where l j is a label of an instruction to be executed and v 1 , v 2 ≥ 0 represent current values of counters c 1 and c 2 , respectively.
We say that the machine N halts
where −→ * denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of −→. The non-halting problem is to decide whether a given machine N does not halt. The problem is undecidable [19] .
Theorem 10 Model checking of PA against LTL(U) is undecidable.
Proof Given a machine N , we construct a PA system ∆ N with the initial state D 1 D 2 H and set of rules containing -for every instruction l i : c k := c k +1; goto l r , the rules
→ H corresponding to the instruction l n : halt. Now, we define a formula ψ describing a correct step of the constructed PA system ∆ N when simulating the machine N . The formula ψ is the following conjunction:
Finally, we set ϕ = l 1 ∧ (ψ U l n ). It is easy to see that the machine N halts if and only if the system ∆ N has a run satisfying ϕ. In other words, the machine N does not halt if and only if L(∆ N ) | ¬ϕ. 
-rules corresponding to halt and instruction labels
→ H for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n -and the rules allowing to reset the counters
As in the previous proof, we define a formula ψ describing a correct step of the constructed PA system ∆ N when simulating the machine N . The formula ψ is the following conjunction:
Moreover, we define a formula ρ describing a correct step of resetting counters and restarting the simulation.
F halt says that at some point the halt action occurs, both counters are reset, a correct simulation is started, and whenever the simulation ends (with halt action), this sequence of events is performed again. Moreover, note that ϕ is satisfied only if the action halt appears infinitely many times. Hence, there is a run of ∆ N satisfying ϕ if and only if N halts. In other words, the machine N does not halt if and only if L(∆ N ) | ¬ϕ.
In the proofs of the previous two theorems, the PA systems constructed there have only infinite runs. This means that model checking of infinite runs remains undecidable for PA and both LTL(U) and LTL( ∞ F , X). It can be easily shown that model checking of finite runs for PA and LTL(U) is undecidable as well. To that end, it suffices to modify the construction in the proof of Theorem 10 by adding a rule X e → ε for every X ∈ {H, C 1 ,
In contrast, model checking of finite runs for LTL( ∞ F , X) is decidable, even for wPRS.
The proof is based on the observation that a nonempty finite run satisfies 
Model checking for LTL det
This section deals with the LTL det fragment also known as 'the common fragment of CTL and LTL' [14] . Using our results of Sect. 3 we show that the model checking problem for wPRS and this fragment is decidable. A definition of LTL det employs a binary modality weak until, denoted with W, with the meaning ϕ W ψ ≡ Gϕ ∨ ϕ U ψ.
Definition 5
Let Act = {a, b, . . .} be a countably infinite set of atomic actions. The syntax of LTL det formula is defined as follows.
where p ranges over LTL().
Note that LTL det is not closed under application of negation. To prove the decidability of model checking for wPRS an LTL det , we show that the negation of every LTL det formula can be converted into an equivalent disjunction of α-formulae.
Theorem 12 A negation of every LTL det formula can be translated into an equivalent disjunction of α-formulae.
Proof Given an LTL det formula ϕ, we construct a finite set A ¬ϕ of α-formulae such that ¬ϕ is equivalent to the disjunction of formulae in A ¬ϕ . The proof uses the following equivalences.
The formula G s ¬tt occurring in the second equivalence is satisfied only by words of length 1. These words satisfy also every formula of the form ¬Xϕ, but no formula of the form X¬ϕ.
The proof is by induction on the structure of ϕ. The formula has one of the following forms:
• p Case p Using (1), we get that ¬ p ≡ ¬p ∧ G s tt. Hence, we define A ¬ϕ = {α(¬ p ∧ G s tt, ∅)}. •X Case Xϕ 1 Using (2), we get that ¬Xϕ 1 ≡ G s ¬tt ∨ X¬ϕ 1 . Hence, we set
, the construction can be done as follows. Applying the previous constructions,
The previous theorem and Corollary 1 give us the following.
Corollary 5
The model checking problem for wPRS and LTL det is decidable.
Conclusion
The paper brings several new (un)decidability results on model checking of wPRS classes and fragments of LTL with both future and past modalities (see Fig. 2 ). In particular, we have established the decidability border of the problem for basic LTL fragments by showing that it is decidable for wPRS and LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s ), but it is undecidable even for PA and
It is known that the problem is decidable for all wPRS classes not subsuming PA (i.e., pushdown processes, Petri nets, and all their subclasses) and the whole LTL.
Now we try to provide some intuitive explanations of the decidability boundary location. Going through the paper, one can verify that every formula of LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s ) can be translated into an initially equivalent disjunction of α-formulae. Hence, the model checking problem for LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s ) reduces to the problem whether a given wPRS system has a run satisfying a given α-formula. Every α-formula α(δ, B) (see Definition 1) consists of two parts. The first part, corresponding to α(δ, ∅), can be translated into a 1-weak automaton (also called very weak automaton -an automaton without cycles except of self loops). The problem of existence of a run accepted by such an automaton reduces to the reachability problem for wPRS, which is decidable due to [9] . The second part is a conjunction of formulae of the form G s F s ψ, i.e., a fairness condition. Such a fairness condition corresponds to an automaton that is not 1-weak. Fortunately, there is a result of [3] saying that the problem whether a PRS has an infinite run satisfying a given fairness condition is decidable. These observations support an intuition for decidability of the model checking problem for wPRS and LTL(F s , G s , P s , H s ).
Looking at the decidability border passing between LTL( ∞ F ) and LTL( ∞ F , X), one may naturally ask whether the X operator causes undecidability. Let us note that the X operator does not lead to undecidability in general. For example, α-formulae employs next operators too. The proof showing undecidability of model checking for LTL( ∞ F , X) contains an LTL formula where the X operator is nested in the left argument of an U operator. Similarly, in the case of the undecidability proof for LTL(U), the constructed formula employs U operator nested in the left argument of another U operator. These are quintessential LTL constructions leading to (non-self) loops in the corresponding automata. That is why our decidability proof cannot work for these fragments. 
, and A G s ϕ 3 using Lemma 5.
•∨ Case G s (ϕ 2 ∨ϕ 3 ) According to the structure of ϕ 2 and ϕ 3 , there are the following subcases.
-p Case G s ( p 2 ∨ p 3 ) As p 2 ∨ p 3 ∈ LTL(), this subcase has already been covered by Case G s p. •H s Case H s ϕ 1 This case is divided into the following subcases according to the structure of ϕ 1 .
